BELMONT GOLF CLUB

Play-safe, Be-Safe during COVID-19

Announcements for Members

Tee times

Before you come to Belmont. The ball rack has been retired. Tee times no more than 3 days in advance
by calling Clubhouse or talking to Proshop or you can take your chance and show up.
We have decided that from 0730-1000 first tee will be reserved for members with assigned tee times.
Your tee times will be from observation from previous times that you have played. Members that don't
have a set routine between 730-1000 can start on the 10th tee with permission from the Clubhouse or
book a time in one of the open times or join one of those groups. Tee times can be booked 3 days ahead
(ex. call Thursday for Sunday). Green fees will also have that privilege if members don't fill those spots.
Singles and doubles will not be allowed; you will be assigned to join others. No 5-somes. We need to
keep a steady flow to avoid congestion. No leapfrogging throughout the course. Play ready golf and
remember the 3-minute rule for looking for lost balls.
If you can't keep your assigned tee time call 519 644 1370 1 hour before you assigned tee time so we
can keep the flow going.

Pro shop
The Proshop/Clubhouse will only be open for payment, credit/ debit is preferred but cash will be taken.
No food or drink will be available. Absolutely only 1 person will be allowed in Clubhouse at one time.
You will notice plexiglass across the counter to protect the employees. When you arrive tell the Proshop
how many are in your group. (Only 1 person allowed in the Proshop at a time)
Members who have assigned tee times let the Proshop know ASAP how many groups you have when
you show up (ex. Dimers need 4).

Washrooms
Washrooms will be open and limited to 1 person at a time accessed from the east side doors. If the door
is closed assume it is occupied and wait. The lounge and Clubhouse areas are out of bounds. The door by
the computer will remain locked.

Pull and golf carts
If you are taking a power cart receive the key from the Proshop and take the cart you are assigned. Each
key and cart have the same number use that cart and key. After your round leave your cart to the east
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of the locker room near the putting green and leave the key in so it can be sanitized. Pull carts can go to
the same area.
You can also book carts at that time. Only 1 person per cart unless they live in the same household.
Since we will be booking more carts, we are limiting each member to have a one 18 hole round with cart
per day.

Locker room
Club storage is closed until the paving is complete and we will see if we can open after completion of
paving limiting to 1 person only.

Scorecards and computer
Scorecards will no longer be at the first tee or inside. Proshop will give out these to green fees and will
also be on carts. Each member will be given 5 scorecards to keep their individual score, each card will
keep 4 games that you will keep until the computer becomes available to enter your scores.
Drawing of cards for foursomes is not advised, devise a way that social distancing can be obtained and
groups assigned. Skins, dime a hole, and dollar games is also not allowed. We want you to enjoy your
golf game but then please leave.

On the course
All garbage cans have been removed except for the washrooms so please take home your garbage. No
bunker rakes so rake with your foot or club if you land in that spot relief no closer to the hole. No ball
washers, benches, or picnic table you are allowed to golf but not assemble so please golf then leave. The
patio is closed.
All flags to be left in and never be touched, pool noodles have been inserted so you will only have to
touch the ball to retrieve, putting green has no flags. We have not limited the number on the putting
green but remember the 6 foot rule. When teeing off, putting and walking the course remember the 6
foot rule. No handshakes at the end.
You must ask to tee off from number 10. If you catch to the group ahead stay back and do not ask to
bypass them. The outdoor washrooms will be open from 8-4 only. The garbage containers are for paper
towels only so take other garbage home with you.
Number 10 tee is now one tee so no power carts can extend past the bunkers. Follow the signs to the
front of the 10th tee to the east. Pull carts can go past bunkers but not cross the tee block.

Some other news
Shelley has trimmed up trees, the high Bush by the tower on 6 are all now 2-3 feet high, greens and tees
have been rolled. Greens have been aerated with all the plugs picked up.
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In 59 years, we have never been able to accomplish this in the spring. New lines have been painted in
the parking lot. The waste bunker on the left side of 2 near the 150 marker is now ground under repair
until the grass grows. The waste bunker on left side of 6 is also GUR. We will be having a mixed Tourney
June 20th just golf no meal $10 each person, call Clubhouse or email me blev44@gmaiI.com you can pay
the day of.
If we all follow these rules, we can make this as seamless as possible. Thanks for understanding and
cooperating.
Thanks
Jan, Shelley and Sue
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